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Eco centre Zlatna Greda
Eco workshops
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Location
Zlatna Greda is in the forest surounding Nature park Kopački rit. It is in the middle of
Baranya region. It is an area of wetlands.

Eco centre Zlatna Greda
We came to Zlatna Greda at 3:24 p.m. 
Our guide wellcomed us pleasently. 
They divided us in 2 groups. The1st group was made of  5th and 6th grade and the 2nd 
group was made of 7th and 8th grade.  There were two sets of workshop: Two rivers and

Wetland forests. 
In Two rivers workshop guide explained all about Zlatna Greda. 
We watched a movie about marshes in this part of our country. 
In the Wetland forest walk we saw a lot of plants, but we didn' t see lots of animals. 
But in the end everything was interesting and it was unforgetable trip.

Rivers
This beautiful part of nature is situated between two rivers: Drava and Danube. We
learned a lot about the rivers. Every river starts as a stream, it changes the �ow, makes
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shortcuts, before going into another river or sea they are slow and wide. Every river has a
lake in a shape of a horse shoe. A lot of animals live in rivers and around them.

Bug hotel
Bug hotel is a broken tree in which bugs make holes and make themselves a place for
living. We saw a 5 star bug hotel.

Wild boar pools
Wild boar have their own pools. They are full of mud which they use for protection of
insects. 
They also use pools for cooling. 
Their pools are like little swamps.
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Frogs
Eleven out of twenty species of amphibians that you can �nd in Croatia, live in this Nature
park. We saw a small frog.

Shooting stad
Shooting stad is used by hunters or scientists for looking at animals. 
In the meadow you can see red deers  in time of mating.  

Red deer
They live in these forests. They change antlers once a year. They are famous for the
sounds they make during mating season.
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Breakfast bridge
There is a bridge for wild animals. They come to other side of the bridge to get some food.

Birds
There are 293 different species of birds living in the area of Nature park Kopački rit

Neighbour
Eco cntre Zlatna Greda is a part of Nature park Kopački rit. Kopački rit and Zlatna Greda
are divided by a river passage. The passage is full of water lillies. You can also take a canoe
and go down the river to explore.
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Test
At the end of the walk through the forest we sat by the river canal and we had to write a
short test. It was about the life in the forest, animals that live there, plants and trees. We
learned about the humidity in the forest and in the meadow, about the differences in
temperature. With the help of the photos we had to explain the food chain. We learned a
lot.

Author
This padlet was made by the 6th grade students from Primary school Tordinci. It is a part
of their Erasmus project ,,Classroom without walls" and their eTwinning project ,,We are
superheroes". All the photos are taken by the students on their �eld trip. The texts were
written by the students with a little help of the teacher.
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